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ABOUT MEDIA ACCESS AUSTRALIA
Media Access Australia is a not-for-profit, public benevolent institution and Australia’s primary media access organisation. Our role is to provide information about media access and to develop and apply technological solutions to media access issues.
MAA is the new name for the public benevolent institution formerly known as the Australian Caption Centre, which was founded in 1982. As the ACC, we provided captioning services for all the Australian television networks, as well as the captioning of television commercials, live theatre, videos and DVDs, and pioneered the audio description of DVDs in Australia in 2005. The captioning and other commercial operations of the former Australian Caption Centre were sold to Red Bee Media in 2006. MAA no longer engages in the provision of commercial access services. 
MAA is based in Sydney and works in collaboration with consumer organisations, Government and industry across the country.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MEDIA ACCESS?
Media access services include, but are not limited to, captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and audio description for the blind and vision impaired. MAA is committed to increasing the awareness and use of these services in television, DVDs and videos, cinema, theatre performances, exhibitions and other media.
The Media Access Report will cover key developments in media access in both Australia and around the world, as well as providing statistical and other information on current levels of access.
DISCLAIMER
Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.  
SUBMISSIONS
We are interested in receiving submissions for publication in The Media Access Report, including accounts of media or events that have been made accessible, research papers, and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au
The Media Access Report is published by Media Access Australia, Suite 408, 22-36 Mountain Street, Ultimo NSW 2007. Phone/TTY: (02) 9212 6242, Fax: (02) 9212 6289. www.mediaaccess.org.au
If you would like to be put on the mailing list to receive future issues of The Media Access Report, email info@mediaaccess.org.au
Glossary

Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV    program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 
Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
	Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and
	Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   

Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.
Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a stenographic keyboard.
Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK. 
Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions on television. 

Acronyms

ACE		Australian Communication Exchange
ACMA	 	Australian Communications and Media Authority
ACC		Australian Caption Centre
COAT		Coalition of Organizations for Accessible Technology (US)
CRA		Commercial Radio Australia
DBCDE	The Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
FCC		Federal Communications Commission (US)
HREOC 	Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
MAA		Media Access Australia
NCAM		National Center for Accessible Media (US)
Ofcom		Office of Communications (UK)
PIRG		Public Interest Research Group (US)
RNIB		Royal National Institute for the Blind (UK)


MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Digital switchover postponed
Senator Stephen Conroy, Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, has announced that the full switchover of Australian TV to digital has been postponed. Prior to this, December 2008 had been set as the date when analog services would cease in major metropolitan areas. 
“This is clearly an impossible date for both viewers and industry,” Senator Conroy said, noting that the take up rate for digital equipment by the public is still only 30%. December 2009 is the new date for digital-only services in the cities, with the switchover due to be completed across Australia by 2013.
A Digital Switchover Taskforce had been appointed to oversee the process.
For more information, see:
http://www.minister.dbcde.gov.au/media/media_releases/2007/003
ACMA’s review of digital TV codes and standards
Last year, the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) called for submissions from interested parties on the development of digital television codes and standards. MAA’s submission concentrated on the development of codes and standards relating to the provision of access in the form of captioning and audio description.
Among the points made in MAA’s submission:
	Captioning is covered in the standards for the transmission and reception of captions on digital TV, but no provision has been made for audio description. This should be considered when standards are revised.
	The advent of digital multichannels offers scope for broadcasters to make some programs with audio description available to viewers.
	Standards for digital receivers are not mandatory. Also, there is as yet no system for testing equipment to ensure that a manufacturer’s claim that their equipment conforms to standards can be checked.
	While there are intermittent problems with individual programs, MAA knows of no significant or ongoing problems with digital caption transmission.
	MAA believes that the limitations of the current legislation covering captioning have resulted in significantly lower levels of captioning on Australian TV compared to the UK and US, while the lack of any legislation covering audio description has meant that this service has not been introduced in Australia. This is particularly an issue for the subscription television industry, where there is no legislation covering access and captioning provisions are covered by a HREOC agreement.
	The Broadcasting Services Act 1992 states that commercial television broadcasting licensees must ‘provide a captioning service’ for prime time programs and news and current affairs programs. It does not define ‘a captioning service’. This led to ACMA rejecting two complaints made by MAA, in 2006 and 2007, about a regional broadcaster which was not captioning live segments of its news programs.
	Australian access regulation has been driven by industry needs as the primary concern with consumer issues as an afterthought. This is typically played out by a regulator or department releasing a discussion paper based on industry issues and then inviting people to comment. This approach is in contrast to the UK regulator, Ofcom, which engages in consumer research, proactively seeking the attitudes, concerns and needs of consumers, before making policy recommendations about issues.

All of the submissions made to the inquiry, including MAA’s, can be viewed on ACMA’s website:
http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_310890#submissions
Government launches major digital TV strategy
The Minister for Communications, Senator Stephen Conroy, has announced a $37.9m strategy covering the implementation of digital television. 
 
This latest announcement provides more detail and funding for different components of the digital television switchover, which is now due to be completed by 31 December 2013. Each of the specific elements of the announcement has some implications for access issues and the needs of disadvantaged and disabled consumers:

1.    $8.5m to fund ACMA to undertake technical switchover-related projects. 
Access implication: This would need to include caption decoding issues related to transmission and reception. MAA has undertaken considerable work with television stations looking at caption problems on digital broadcasts.

2.    $4.8m to track awareness of switchover and consumer behaviour.  
Access implication: This would need to include disadvantaged/disabled consumers and their specific needs. In the UK, the regulator Ofcom and Digital UK commissioned research which was released last year in a report entitled ‘Digital Television Switchover and Disabled, Older, Isolated and Low Income Consumers’. MAA recommends that a similar approach be taken here.

3.    $1m to research digital reception in multi-unit dwellings with a shared TV antenna system.  
Access implication: This would also need to look at specific caption reception issues.

4.    $6.7m for a logo and labelling scheme for digital-ready products. 
Access implication: This needs to ensure that any approved products meet Australian Standard 4933 (compulsory decoding of captions) and that the needs of disadvantaged and disabled consumers are included, especially provision of information in appropriate formats.  

5.    $16.9m for the Digital Switchover Taskforce.  
Access implication:  This should include some provision for a consumer consultation process. MAA recommends the establishment of a consumer advisory panel, similar to the UK model, as a first step.
The Digital Switchover Taskforce is headed up by Andy Townend, the ex-chief operating officer of Digital UK. The UK’s approach to digital switchover has strongly recognised the needs of consumers, including those who are disadvantaged.

For more information:
http://www.minister.dbcde.gov.au/media/media_releases/2008/018


DBCDE calls for broadband submissions

On 17 March, the Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy invited industry and the public to provide submissions that will assist in the assessment of proposals to build the National Broadband Network.
Media Access Australia, Australian Communication Exchange and Consumers’ Telecommunications network have lodged a joint submission in response to this. The submission is based on the recommendations in a policy document, Accessible Broadband for All Australians, which has recently been developed by the three organisations. This will discuss the importance of having a strategic plan to ensure that broadband will be accessible for all Australians, and identify the benchmark areas that must be addressed, namely: universal availability; technology quality of service; regulatory arrangements; affordability; service offerings; equipment; support programs and training; and content accessibility. 
The full document will be released shortly, and details will appear in the next issue of the Media Access Report.
For more information about the National Broadband Network process and the Panel of Experts who have been appointed to oversee it, see:
http://www.dbcde.gov.au/communications_for_business/funding_programs__and__support/national_broadband_network

 New draft bill could revolutionise access in the US

A new draft bill, the Twenty-first Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act has the potential to greatly increase the levels of access, and in particular access on Internet-based services, in the United States. The Coalition of Organizations for Accessible Technology (COAT) has hailed the draft bill, released by Congressman Ed Markey of Massachusetts, as “ a dramatic and comprehensive step forward for consumers with disabilities”.
Should it be passed in its present form, the bill would amend the Communications Act, and add the following consumer protections.

	Currently, only TV sets with screens 13 inches or larger must be able to receive and display captions. This will be extended to all video devices that receive or display video with sound, including those that receive and display video carried over the Internet. This equipment will also need to be able to transmit and deliver video description (the US term for audio description).
	The Federal Communications Commission’s rules regarding minimum amounts of audio description on TV (which were struck down after an appeal in 2001) will be reinstated, and the amounts will be increased. All digital TV technologies and equipment will have to accommodate audio description. Onscreen emergency warnings and similar televised information will require non-visual access.
	All television programs which have been screened with captions or audio description, and which are distributed or re-distributed over the Internet, must retain their captions and audio description.
	All devices which display video programming, including Internet-based video programming, must be accessible to people with disabilities so they are able to access all their functions.
	Multichannel video programming distributors must make their navigational programming guides accessible to people who cannot read the visual display.
	Federal laws that require hearing aid compatibility on telephones would be extended to equipment used to provide Internet-enabled communications services.
	Current laws covering telecommunications relay services would be clarified to ensure that people with hearing or speech disabilities can use relay services to communicate will all people, not just others with hearing or speech disabilities. This obligation will be expanded to Internet-enabled relay services.
	New safeguards would be provided to ensure that equipment, services and networks associated with Internet-based communication technologies are accessible to people with disabilities unless doing so ”would result in an undue burden”. Where an undue burden would result, equipment and services must be compatible with specialised equipment and services used by people with disabilities.
	Services offering text communications over the Internet must have the same reliability and interoperability for users, especially Deaf or hard of hearing users, as they receive on the public telephone network when they are using TTYs.
	Improved accountability for these safeguards, including reporting obligations for industry and the Federal Communications Commission.
	Broadband services that are needed for ‘phone communication’ by people with disabilities will be eligible to receive support under the existing Lifeline and Linkup universal service programs. 
	Programs that supply specialised equipment for telecommunications and Internet-enabled telecommunications for individuals who are deaf-blind will be eligible for universal service support (capped at a total of $10 million per year).

A summary of the bill's proposals may be found here:
http://markey.house.gov/docs/telecomm/summary_of_telecom_legislation.doc

The full text of the draft bill is here:http://markey.house.gov/docs/telecomm/draft_of_telecom_legislation.pdf
Ofcom releases fourth quarter access report for 2007	
Ofcom, the UK’s communications regulator, has released its fourth quarterly report on the provision of access services on television for 2007. As in previous reports, most broadcasters were found to be exceeding their quotas for captioning and audio description.

Figures for the main free-to-air channels, including the BBC’s two children’s channels, CBBC and CBeebies, were as follows.


Captioning quota
Captioning achieved
AD quota
AD achieved
Signing quota
Signing achieved
BBC One
96.5%
97.7%
8.3%
12.7%
4.1%
4.4%
BBC Two
96.5%
96.9%
8.3%
12%
4.1%
5%
BBC Three
87.5%
91.3%
8.3%
24.4%
4.1%
4.8%
BBC Four
87.5%
90.1%
8.3%
17.9%
4.1%
4.7%
CBBC
87.5%
92.5%
8.3%
12.8%
4.1%
4.8%
CBeebies
87.5%
91.8%
8.3%
10.9%
4.1%
4.6%
BBC News 24
87.5%
88.5%
Exempt

4.1%
4.1%
ITV1
86%
91.4%
8%
10.7%
4%
4.6%
Channel 4
86%
89.7%
8%
9.5%
4%
4.6%
Five
76%
78%
8%
9.9%
4%
4.1%

The full report can be found at:
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/ifi/guidance/tv_access_serv/tvaccessrep/q407/

Ofcom’s Audio Description Awareness Campaign in the UK

Ofcom, the UK’s television regulator, has run an Audio Description Awareness Campaign, which went for six weeks and ended on 14 March. The campaign was a joint project of the television broadcasters and the Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB), coordinated by Ofcom.
Under quotas set and monitored by Ofcom, the major British free-to-air TV stations (including BBC1, BBC2 and Channel 4) must broadcast at least 10% of their programs with audio description in 2008. Audio description is also available on many subscription TV channels. Ofcom decided to run the campaign when it found that only 40% of the general population, and 37% of the visually impaired community, knew about the service.
The campaign saw audio description promoted on more than 70 TV stations across the UK. It also introduced an Audio Description Logo devised by RNIB. This will be used in program promotions, and will also be used by manufacturers to identify digital TVs and set-top boxes that are able to access audio description (only a few models do this). 
For more information, see:
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/media/news/2008/02/nr_20080201


US consumer research warns of digital transition problems

With the USA less than a year away from analog switchoff, the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) conducted a “secret shopper” survey across America targeting electrical stores and checking how they are dealing with a growing consumer response to promotions about the need to get a digital receiver.
The survey found that 81% of sales staff gave either inaccurate information about converter boxes, or did not know about them. Furthermore, 78% of the staff provided inaccurate information about the Federal coupon program. An unexpectedly high 42% of staff didn’t know the date of analog switchoff (America is using a single day switchoff strategy).  
In response to the survey, PIRG made several recommendations:
Retailers must ensure: 
	they adequately educate staff about converter boxes and the coupon program
	converter boxes are made available at fair prices
	consumers are informed of the availability of federal coupons 
	analog TV sets remaining on store shelves are properly labelled. 

Additionally, the Federal Government must enforce penalties against companies that mislead consumers in an effort to reap greater profits from the sale of TVs to people who could get by with a low-cost converter box, with its price reduced further by a $40 government coupon. 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Commissioner Adelstein called for a more coordinated response to the problems highlighted by the PIRG survey.  Highlighting the impact on the disadvantaged he said, “If young, tech savvy retail workers don’t get it, imagine how your grandma who’s owned the same TV for 30 years is going to cope. Imagine the challenge that awaits the elderly, those with disabilities, the low income, non-English speakers, and people in rural America.”
The commissioner also confirmed that the White House had been contacted, calling for an inter-agency task force to coordinate the transition. The FCC has also restored its previously disbanded taskforce. Adelstein warned of the consequences if no one was coordinating the transition, policing retailers and ensuring that self-interest wasn’t allowed to run free. “The transition is an enormous opportunity for consumers,” he said, “but it shouldn’t be turned into an enormous opportunity to sell them equipment they don’t need.”
For a copy of the report:
http://www.uspirg.org/media-internet/reports/media--the-internet-reports/mixed-signals-how-tv-retailers-mislead-consumers-on-the-digital-television-dtv-transition

For FCC Commissioner Adelstein’s response:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-280210A1.doc


US regulator issues compulsory consumer education program for digital TV

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has released the DTV Consumer Education Order requiring television broadcasters, Multi-Channel Video Programming Distributors (MVPDs), telecommunications carriers, retailers and manufacturers to promote awareness of the nation’s transition to digital television. The educational efforts of these diverse groups are intended to provide consumers with clear and correct information about the DTV transition.
The order is interesting in that it illustrates the legalistic approach to the issue in the US, where the market is regarded as not being interested in an orderly transition, compared to, say, the UK approach where there is a cooperative, systematic approach (the presence of powerful public broadcasters in the UK may be a factor in this).  
In the US a lot of the discussion has been centred around whether the FCC has the power to order broadcasters and others to promote the digital television transition. The FCC says it has because it is part of the “orderly” transition from analog to digital. It also says that it has a duty to protect the public interest aspects of a broadcast licence. Much of the argument is around whether stations are obliged to make community-service style announcements (as opposed to paid advertising).  The FCC is concerned that by acting only from commercial interest, those audiences least attractive to advertisers (the poor and disadvantaged) are the ones who would rely most on on-air advertising of a digital transition.
A general overview is contained in the press release:  
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-280586A1.doc
If you are interested in the detailed legal and public policy argument, you can download the order at:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-08-56A1.doc

Emirates the latest airline to offer captioning

Emirates, the United Arab Emirates airline, has launched its new in-flight entertainment system which allows travellers the choice of either subtitles or captions in up to twelve languages. 
Emirates worked with its in-flight entertainment system manufacturer, Panasonic Avionics, and Walt Disney Studios to drive the development of the new technology.  Until now, technical limitations with entertainment systems have meant that subtitles for in-flight movies had to be embedded in the picture. The new technology will give Emirates travellers the option to turn on closed captions or subtitles in various languages for selected films. 
"Helping develop 'on-demand' closed captioning and subtitle technology allows us to offer our passengers more control over their entertainment choices," said Patrick Brannelly, Emirates Vice President, Passenger Communications & Visual Services. "Although initially we've only created two films in the new format, we hope that in the future this technology will be available on the majority of the movies onboard."

Providing passengers with the option to turn on or switch off the closed captions or subtitles – as they do on a DVD player at home – offers a new level of flexibility and, for those wishing to watch films without any subtitles, further improves their enjoyment.
Emirates also offer headsets that allow compatibility with hearing aids which are set to the ‘T position’.

International access conference announced

Berlin is the host city for this year’s annual Languages and Media conference covering Language Transfer in Audio-Visual Media.
This well-regarded international conference on media access issues attracts a range of international experts and provides an interesting perspective on global issues facing the media access industry. Early conferences were dominated by foreign language subtitling and translation issues, but in recent times audio description and captioning have become major conference themes.

These issues are universal but problems and solutions vary from country to country.  For example, Swiss broadcasters have to grapple with live subtitling (of the same program) sometimes in three languages. Norwegian subtitlers have negotiated a system of time shifting broadcasts by 20 seconds to allow translation from a foreign language into Norwegian in a form of “real-time”. Australian live captioners are used to remotely caption 24-hour news channels in early hours of the morning in the UK, avoiding the need for local midnight to dawn shifts!
The conference runs from 29-31 October at the Intercontinental Hotel in Berlin, Germany. For more information about the conference and the call for papers/workshops, go to http://www.languages-media.com

Farewell to a champion of access

Australia lost a great champion of access in February with the sad death of Ron Miller of the Sunshine Coast.  
Ron was a hearing impaired man, Better Hearing Australia member and a tireless crusader for caption access. Strong in the belief that starting in your local community was a real way of making a difference, Ron spent countless hours helping others reconnect with media through captions. He was a regular at council open days, Better Hearing branch meetings, library community sessions and any event where he felt he would find people needing information about captioning. A familiar site on the Sunshine Coast was Ron taking a caption information display stand out of his car boot and setting up for a few hours and talking to anyone that came by who looked like they might need captions.
Ron was a pioneer in many areas of captioning, often driven by his own experience.  For example, Ron went into hospital for an operation in 2000 and was frustrated by the lack of captions on post-operative care videos that he had to watch. This led to community supported hospital videos at Nambour Hospital in Queensland. When the Princess Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane was undergoing a major overhaul, its Head of Audiology, Evelyn Towers, took Ron’s approach further and ensured that patient DVDs/videos were captioned, and the new patient television system could show captioned programs, as part of a hospital-wide initiative to become receptive to the needs of hearing impaired patients.
When captioned cinema first started in Australia, Ron was a regular in taking busloads of caption watchers from his Sunshine Coast community to Brisbane’s Queen St Mall. He then successfully lobbied a local cinema in Maroochydore to take on captioning and continued to build audiences there.  
“I first encountered Ron in the late 1990s and his dogged determination to keep going until everybody knew about captioning was an inspiration,” said MAA CEO Alex Varley.  
“Ron hosted many community events for MAA and heart operations and other health setbacks never stopped him in his quest to see captioning reach everyone that needed it. He was a true community man who kept knocking on doors until they opened. He is a great loss to the access world.”

Ron’s contribution to assisting others with technology was acknowledged on many occasions, including a Premier’s Award (Queensland), Senior Australian of the Year from the National Australia Day Council, Supertext Community Award and Disability Week Awards.  

Red Bee Media acquires leading German access company

Germany’s leading access and translation company, Titelbild, has been acquired by Red Bee Media as part of its international expansion. Titelbild has major relationships with the German offices of international media companies, as well as German television stations and media. 
Titelbild’s founder, Mary Carroll, is an Australian, and she will stay on as the Managing Director of the German operation. It is understood that the company will continue to operate under the Titelbild name and brand.
For more information: http://www.titelbild.de/

Access pioneer leaves MAA board

Alexandra Hynes, who, along with her partner Adam Salzer, founded the Australian Caption Centre (ACC) in 1981, has retired from Media Access Australia’s board.
Captioning did not exist in Australia prior to the founding of the ACC. Alexandra and Adam, recognising the urgent need for a captioning service on TV, successfully lobbied Malcolm Fraser’s government, and received a one-off grant to purchase captioning production equipment (a large mainframe computer and about a dozen workstations) and set up the company as a not-for-profit public benevolent institution. The company’s first offices, in Foveaux Street, Surry Hills in Sydney, were opened in 1982, and Alexandra was its first CEO. The company grew rapidly, supplying captions for the Seven, Nine and Ten networks and the ABC, and later for SBS. It also pioneered the captioning of videos and TV commercials in Australia.
The ultimate reflection of Alexandra’s success was illustrated in 2005 when the ACC sold its commercial captioning business and changed its name to Media Access Australia.  ACC had created a vibrant, commercially viable access industry in Australia and a marketplace that has much opportunity for expansion. Alexandra’s legacy is that MAA now operates in a commercially-free mode, able to assist both consumers and industry to expand the levels of access in an effective, practical way.
Post-sale, Alexandra continued to sit on the company’s board, but has now reluctantly left to concentrate on the booming work for Salzer Consulting, mainly in Asia. MAA thanks her for her tireless contribution over the last 25 years and wishes her the best of luck for the future.

ACCESS ON DIGITAL RADIO

The advent of digital radio, which is set to be launched in Australia by January 2009, has the potential to revolutionise the radio medium. Digital offers a number of advantages and added features over analog broadcasts, including a perfect signal, more stations, stations identified on the radio dial by name rather than frequency, a single frequency for a network (so that you can go for a long drive and listen to the same station without having to retune your radio), and the ability to ‘rewind’ the broadcast. The most obvious difference with digital radio is the ability to transmit onscreen visual information, for example, the name of the artist whose song is playing and background information about them, or real-time images of traffic conditions. 
Yet it must be said that, looking at the development of digital radio around the world, there is still considerable debate about the commercial potential of the medium. The UK currently leads the way in digital radio. Commercial broadcasts began there in 1995, and since then 6.5 million digital receivers have been sold. It’s estimated that digital broadcasts account for about 10% of radio listening. Yet GCAP recently announced that it would be selling its 63% stake in Digital One, the first and still one of the largest digital broadcasters in the UK. GCAP has said that digital audio broadcasting ‘is not an economically viable platform for the company’.
Results are similarly mixed in the US, where digital radio is mostly delivered by satellite. US digital broadcasters have adopted a subscription model, with two companies, Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Satellite Radio, each offering a package of stations for US$12.95 a month. While the number of subscribers has now hit the 8 million mark, neither company had been able to make a profit, and last year they announced they would be merging. Meanwhile in Canada, where digital radio is only available in the capital cities, the sale of digital receivers is said to have stalled.
In a recent article on the Creative Economy website, Jock Given from Swinburne University’s Institute for Social Research discusses these setbacks, and notes that the development of digital radio stalled in Australia in the 1990s, when the focus was on the introduction of digital TV. In the meantime, radio audiences now have much more choice. ‘Since the early 1990s, around 100 new commercial stations, 200 community stations and over 250 special interest “narrowcasting” services have been licensed’, while the Internet allows streamed and podcast audio files from anywhere in the world to be downloaded to PCs and MP3s. With so much choice already available, Given wonders what the incentive will be for people to switch to digital radio. ‘When digital receivers go on sale next year,’ he writes, “I’ll be close to the head of the queue, but it might not be a long queue.’
Commercial Radio Australia is nevertheless optimistic about the coming launch of digital radio in Australian capital cities. ‘As the radio industry prepares to shift to digital broadcasting, listeners have shown they are quite at ease using new technology to access one of Australia’s favourite mediums,’ says CRA’s CEO, Joan Warner. ‘The ability to listen to radio via PCs, mobile phones and podcasts is attracting a new generation of listeners who will no doubt be keen to sample all that digital radio has to offer.’ CRA also points out that Australia will be adopting the more advanced DAB+ broadcast format (as opposed the DAB format adopted in the UK), which allows more efficient use of bandwidth (and hence the opportunity for more stations). 
Whatever the ultimate popularity of digital radio, in Australia and overseas, one thing is clear – very little thought has been put into issues of accessibility by either broadcasters or receiver manufacturers. The blind and vision impaired are, of course, among the highest users of radio, but it seems that they are in danger of missing out on the visual features that digital radio promises. There are currently no radio receivers on sale anywhere that convert these visual features to audio.
The only digital radio receiver that currently offers any extra access for the blind is the Sonus-1XT, which is manufactured by the UK company Pure. This has voice feedback which, on hitting a button, can tell you the time, what station you are listening to and the alarm settings currently entered. It does not, however, provide access to visual features like the names of songs and artists. It is only compatible with the DAB format, so will not be on sale in Australia. Graeme Redman, Pure’s Australian representative, has told MAA that the Solus-1XT will soon be phased out and replaced by a new DAB+ compatible model (DAB+ is supposed to be coming to the UK soon) but no details of this have yet been announced.
The problem goes deeper than a lack of access to extra onscreen features, however. In an article on the BBC’s website, ‘Digital radio “shuns” the blind’, the broadcaster Ian Macrae describes some of the frustrations he has encountered with the new medium. He notes that a listener using a conventional radio is able to run through all the stations available by twisting a knob and ‘cruising the dial’. On many digital receivers, however, the dial is replaced with a list of station names on the visual display screen. For listeners who are unable to read these names – which are in tiny print – selecting a station becomes ‘a complete lottery’.
In addition to this, Macrae notes that digital technology has changed the way that  some DJs operate. With the name of the station, the song and the artist shown on the visual display screen, some DJs no longer bother to give this information verbally. The result, for the blind and vision impaired listener, is an experience which is less satisfactory than listening to analog radio.  
The situation looks somewhat more hopeful in the US thanks to the digital radio accessibility project which was launched last year by National Public Radio and WGBH’s National Center for Accessible Media (a full report on this appeared in The Media Access Report #2). The three-year project aims to develop prototype digital receivers which will be given to blind and vision impaired (as well as Deaf and hearing impaired) people to evaluate. The project will then make recommendations to manufacturers (although there is as yet no requirement for manufacturers to act on these).   
Digital radio is still, to some extent, a technology in its infancy, but this is exactly when technical issues regarding access should be resolved. It was many years after the introduction of television that captions became available for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and many more years before captioning began to reach acceptable levels. At the moment, it seems that digital radio might be going down the same road. 
Ian Macrae’s article may be found at: 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/2938239.stm
Jock Given’s article may be found at:
http://www.creative.org.au/webboard/results.chtml?filename_num=197093
More on the American digital radio access initiative is in the Media Access Report #2, available online at http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/c.aspx?id=75
 
FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION


Free-to-air HREOC agreement expires in May 2008 

The current agreement between the main free-to-air networks and various deaf organisations brokered by HREOC expires in May 2008. There have been discussions about an expansion of the captioning quotas (which are agreed to 70% of all programming shown between 6.00am and midnight), but these have not progressed.  
Increased caption levels on free-to-air TV

While negotiations over the next round of caption quotas are currently stalled, MAA is pleased to note that a survey of programs in the four weeks from 26 January to 22 February showed that ABC, Seven, Nine, and Ten are now all exceeding the quota of 70% of programs captioned between 6.00am and midnight. (Note, foreign language programs that SBS screens are exempt from captioning, whether they are subtitled or not).
The following table breaks down the programs which were not captioned in this period into adult programs, children’s programs and sporting events (most of which would have to be captioned live).
Hours of programs per week, 6am – midnight, 26/1/08 – 22/2/08


Captioned
Uncaptioned
% captioned
Adult programs uncaptioned
Children's programs uncaptioned
Sporting events uncaptioned
ABC
98
28
78%
8
14
6
Seven
102
24
81%
19
4.25
0.75
Nine
116
10
92%
6
1.5
2.5
Ten
90.75
35.25
72%
23.25
8.5
3.5
SBS*



10
0
4

*SBS figures do not include foreign language programs
Nine is particularly to be congratulated for increasing its captioning levels this year. On most weekdays, all of Nine’s programs between 6am and midnight are now being captioned.


Digital TV stalls

Since our last report on the Australian government’s Digital Action Plan in The Media Access Report #2, the development of digital TV has clearly stalled. According to the plan, released in November 2006, the government would be licensing a range of new digital channels. Licence A channels would be confined to datacasting and narrowcasting, and their content would be restricted to ‘niche’ markets (e.g. religious programming, home shopping, etc). Licence B channels would provide content for mobile phones and other hand-held devices. An auction for the licences was supposed to be held in August 2007. The existing TV networks were not eligible to bid for Licence A.
The auction was cancelled for a number of reasons. These included an unresolved discussion about whether the Licence A holder would be forced to accommodate community TV (which would have lowered the commercial value of the licence), while there were concerns that Licence B channels would cause interference on other channels. 
The new government is now re-evaluating these plans, which Stephen Conroy, the Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, has labelled “a dog’s breakfast”.
Meanwhile, a potentially promising development comes with the recent announcement that the free-to-air networks are in talks to develop a “Freeview”-type service which would provide up to 15 new free-to-air digital channels. This would be similar to the Freeview service in the UK, which has now delivered 80 new channels and driven the take-up of digital receivers there. The Australian networks have previously been opposed to this model.     


Captioning on HD channels

Seven, Nine and Ten have recently launched high definition channels, which show a combination of programs screened on their standard definition channels, plus some unique programs. These channels are defined as ‘digital multichannels’, and according to government’s Digital Action Plan, their unique programs are exempt from captioning requirements for the channel’s first year of operation. In other words, the only programs which must be captioned on the HD channels are those that have been shown with captions on the standard definition broadcast.


Free-to-air television complaints

MAA received the following complaints about captions on free-to-air TV in the period November to February. These were made via the complaint form on our website, or by email.
	12 complaints about programs (or parts of programs) not captioned.
	2 complaints about the High Definition versions of programs not being captioned (when the Standard Definition versions were).
	2 complaints about High Definition programs having the captions of the (different) Standard Definition program screening at the same time.
	1 complaint about a program unique to a High Definition channel not being captioned.
	1 complaint about a state-based segment of a national daytime program not being captioned.
	3 complaints about poor news/live captions.
	1 complaint about captions from an adult program appearing on a children’s program.
	1 complaint about a program outside prime time not being captioned although it was advertised as captioned.
	2 complaints about programs outside prime time not being captioned.
	1 complaint about a free-to-air channel’s captions not displaying through a subscription TV service in one area. 


MAA’s complaint form may be found at:
http://www.maafeedback.org.au/complaints/

SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION

Captioning on FOXTEL

At the time of writing, FOXTEL’s website lists the following channels, and timeshifted channels, as having some captioned programs. (Timeshifted channels have the same programming as the main channel, screened two hours later). They are:
Crime and Investigation Network
Discovery Channel
Fox News
National Geographic
The History Channel
ESPN
Movie Extra
Movie Greats
Movie One (plus timeshift)
Showcase
Showtime
Showtime Greats
TCM
Cartoon Network
Disney Channel
Nick, Jr
Nickelodeon
Playhouse Disney
Arena (plus timeshift)
E!
Fox Classics (plus timeshift)
Fox 8 (plus timeshift)
Hallmark
How To Channel
The Lifestyle Channel (plus timeshift)
Lifestyle Food
Ovation
The Comedy Channel (plus timeshift)
TV1 (plus timeshift)
UKTV (plus timeshift)
W (plus timeshift)
MTV
FOXTEL publicity lists a further two channels, Biography and The Weather Channel, as having captions. This brings the total to 33 channels and 9 timeshifted channels.
The amount of captioning on FOXTEL channels varies wildly. A check of FOXTEL’s printed program guide for the first week of February 2008 showed the following hours listed as captioned over the entire week. Hours include programs repeated within the day. Note that the printed guide does not have complete program listings for Fox News, MTV, The Weather Channel and the children’s channels (Cartoon Network, Disney Channel, Nickelodeon, Nick Jr, Playhouse Disney).

Channel
Hours captioned
% captioned
Crime and Investigation
18
11%
Discovery
83
49%
National Geographic
21.5
13%
History Channel
17
10%
ESPN
3
2%
Movie Extra
24.75
15%
Movie Greats
8.75
5%
Movie One
69
41%
Showcase
149.75
89%
Showtime 
150.75
90%
Showtime Greats
161.5
96%
TCM
136.25
81%
Arena
14.75
9%
E!
0
0%
Fox Classics
32.5
19%
Fox 8
59.5
35%
Hallmark
41.25
25%
How to
42.5
25%
Lifestyle
27
16%
Lifestyle Food
20.5
12%
Ovation
0
0%
Comedy Channel
26
15%
TV1
44.75
27%
UKTV
35
21%
W
24
14%
Biography
18.5
11%

FOXTEL subscribers opt for different packages according to their interests. These are composed of the 'Get Started'  package (currently ($37.95/month) plus other packages that you can add onto it. The 'Get Started'  package has 11 of 30 channels captioned.
Additional packages are:
'My Sport' – 1 channel (ESPN) out of 7 captioned.
'My Movie Network' – 4 out of 5 captioned (the uncaptioned one is World Movies, which would mostly be subtitled).
'My Showtime' – 4 out of 5 captioned (also includes World Movies).
'My Escape' – 6 out of 8 captioned.
'My Playtime' – 4 out 8 captioned.
'My World' – 5 out of 8 captioned.
In a deal brokered with HREOC, the subscription TV providers committed to providing captions on at least 20 channels from October 2004, with each channel captioning 5% of its programs in the first year, and a 5% increase in each subsequent year. In 2007, the commitment rose to captioning on 40 channels.
ONLINE MEDIA
NBC provides online captions

The American network NBC’s Rewind video player allows Internet users to watch streamed versions of selected programs with captions. This represents a major breakthrough in the battle to make online video content accessible for the Deaf and hearing impaired. 
Programs currently available on the service include Heroes, 30 Rock, Medium, My Name is Earl and The Office. Episodes are made available for streaming on the night or the day after they are broadcast. The service is free, but only available to users located in the US. 

The captions look somewhat different to normal TV captions. Instead of being positioned at the bottom of the screen, they scroll down the right hand side of the screen. Nevertheless, they are the full captions as originally broadcast on TV.
For more information, go to http://www.nbc.com/Video/

BBC iPlayer access imminent

The BBC engaged in a trial of captioning (called ‘subtitling’ in the UK) using its new downloads technology, the iPlayer, prior to its launch in 2007. Whilst this was a great success and well supported, there were apparently technical problems due to the range of types of programs (including live programs), and the iPlayer has not as yet been able to deliver captions.   
According to the Acting Head of Audience Experience and Usability, Jonathan Hassell, the BBC has had to test a new captioning software solution as the software used in the previous trials was not robust enough. This software is close to release and it is expected that captions will be available on iPlayer downloads by March/April 2008, and on iPlayer streams by May/June 2008.  
Plans beyond that include sorting out a live captioning service on downloads/streams, and a filtering system for identifying British Sign Language programs on iPlayer. They are also working on audio description, which has more complex technical issues, and hope to deliver a service by the end of 2008.
The ultimate aim is to have all access services that are provided on TV mirrored in iPlayer content by the end of the financial year 08/09 (which is end of March 2009 for the UK).
For more detailed information:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/bbcinternet/2008/02/iplayer_subtitles_and_accessib.html
In a parallel development, the UK’s Channel 4 is also working on making its downloads available with captions, and they are expected sometime between UK summer (June) to the end of year.  
For more information about the download service (but not really any additional information on captioning):
http://www.channel4.com/4od/index.html

MAA’s accessible audio description website


Media Access Australia has launched an accessible audio description website which has been developed in collaboration with Energetica, IT consultants who specialise in the not-for-profit sector (and who also helped set up MAA’s online caption complaint form), and an accessibility and usability consultant, Tim Noonan.  
Developed specifically with the blind and vision impaired in mind, the site is easy to navigate due to its innovative design, which functions smoothly with screen readers.  Being blind himself and an avid user of screen readers, Tim Noonan provided important feedback throughout the entire development phase of the website.
Alena Whitworth, Marketing Manager from Media Access Australia said, “Too many times, companies in developing their websites compromise accessibility at the expense of usability. There is, however, a way to achieve both and this is what our main priority was for audiodescription.com.au. It is also important for those who are involved in the development of a website to understand the difference between usability and accessibility.
“Accessibility is about a website being universal in its ability to be accessed by everyone regardless of disability, while usability is a measure of quality of the user experience in regards to criteria such as effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction.”  
Peter-Paul Koch from Monash University has said, “There is a delicate balance between accessibility and usability but the general rule is that accessibility should not restrict usability.”
The audio description website is both accessible and usable compared to other websites because the development of the site looked at everything from colours to font size to the design, navigation and content collation of the online material. All of these factors were user tested for accessibility and usability with both blind and vision impaired people. The results of this user testing guided the ongoing development of the site.  
In particular, much testing was conducted using screen readers – software that reads out text from the screen to the user. By writing the online content and code of the website in specific ways, you can vastly improve the experience a blind user has in accessing and using a website.
The new site provides a comprehensive view of what is happening in audio description both in Australia and the rest of the world. It has information on what audio description is and how it works, a searchable DVD database, access to downloads of radio interviews covering different perspectives on audio description, community service announcements and information about theatrical performances and other upcoming events. There are also ideas about how the public can get involved. 
The launch of this new audio description website will hopefully be the catalyst for other organisations to consider accessibility and usability when designing their websites and online material. MAA is developing a new focus on website accessibility and assisting others in practical ways to make their sites accessible for disabled target audiences. 
The site can be viewed at: http://www.audiodescription.com.au/
Captioning with MovCaptioner

MovCaptioner, is a new online captioning tool released by SynchriMedia, which allows captioning of videos on QuickTime. The program works by repeating a segment of the video until the user has finished typing the dialogue. Hitting the return key will then move the video forward several seconds to the next segment. Once captioning is complete, the captions are combined into a single file. The program also allows you to import a transcript of a video and convert it into captions.
Another advantage of MovCaptioner is that you can export your video with the captions embedded on it, so that they will play on an iPod (which doesn’t usually support captions).
For more information:
http://www.synchrimedia.com/

DVDs

Blu-ray triumphs over HD DVD

Electronics manufacturer Toshiba has withdrawn from the high-definition DVD race, leaving the path open for Blu-ray to become the sole industry standard.  
The two incompatible formats of HD DVD and Sony’s Blu-ray have been in battle for high-definition supremacy for a number of years, similar to the Betacam–VHS battle of the 1980s.  
With industry heavyweight Warner Bros and retailer Wal-Mart recently switching camps to Blu-ray, Toshiba’s decision to stop sales of HD DVD machines and disk drives for computers may see a surge in sales of Blu-ray equipment. Consumers have previously been reluctant to purchase one machine over another due to the improbability that both will survive.  
In ending its sale of HD DVD machines at the end of March 2008, Toshiba chief executive, Atsutoshi Nishida, feels that this will best help the digital convergence market develop.  
"While we are disappointed for the company and more importantly, for the consumer, the real mass market opportunity for high definition content remains untapped," he said.
Toshiba will continue to offer after-sales support for its HD DVD players.  

Access on new-release DVDs

Accessibility on new-release mainstream DVDs remains steady compared to surveys over the last 6 months. The latest bi-monthly research conducted was in mid-February 2008. 54% of these titles were captioned and 9% were audio described.  Internationally, 74% of these same titles and 11% of them were captioned and audio described respectively.  
The gap in accessibility between Region 4 and international versions of these titles shows that there are further opportunities for distributors to import captioned and audio described titles to Australia. The gap between audio described DVD titles has lessened and the overall number has risen. The rise in the Region 4 rate is mostly due to Roadshow Home Entertainment’s commitment to audio describing a number of titles locally.  
Blu-ray titles continue to perform well with regards to captioning. Of the 135 titles researched to date, 100% are captioned. Where Blu-ray does not perform well is with audio description. Only 8% of researched titles are audio described, whereas 24% of these same researched titles on DVD are audio described. There are roughly 250 Blu-ray titles currently on the market.
Audio description on US DVDs

The Audio Description International website (http://www.adinternational.org/) reports that in 2007, three movies – Evan Almighty, Knocked Up and The Ultimate Gift – and one documentary, 9/12, From Chaos to Community, were released on DVD with audio description. This matches the four titles released with AD in 2006. 

CINEMA

Cinema negotiations re-commence

Disability groups have begun negotiations with cinema chains Hoyts, Village and Greater Union to expand the number of accessible cinemas nationally.  Guided by the Human Rights & Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC), the disability groups are hoping for a significant increase in the number of captioned cinema locations, as well as a commitment from the industry to improve the marketing and advertising of their accessible services. At the time of going to press, the disability groups are preparing a response to the industry’s first proposal.  
Darebin City Council shows free captioned films

Once again, Victoria’s Darebin City Council has acknowledged the diversity in its community by showing captioned films in its outdoor Summer Events program. 
Held through January to March 2008, Summer Events offered residents free family-friendly activities in Darebin’s outdoor venues, including moonlight captioned cinema screenings of Meet the Robinsons at the local swimming pool, Surf’s Up in the civic square, and Spider Man 3, Into the Wild and Ten Canoes at different local parks. 
In 2007, Darebin City Council won a Deafness Forum captioning award for best event captioning. The national awards recognise the best achievements in captioning over a year. Darebin has shown captioned films during its Summer Events for three years and is keen to expand its accessibility for future programs.  


DTS appoints Australian consultant for access system

DTS Digital Cinema has appointed Gerben Van Duyl to promote the DTS Access System to Australian cinemas.  
The appointment comes in response to requests from local hearing and vision impaired organisations for increased availability of open captioned and audio described screenings, and the desire to assist film distributors and exhibitors to make the provision of such screenings more economical and flexible.  
The DTS Access System, currently installed in 10 cinemas nationally, offers captioning and audio description, although the audio description function is currently redundant due to Australian cinemas not offering audio description to its patrons.  
Van Duyl’s appointment is timely, with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, community groups, the cinema industry and Media Access Australia recommencing negotiations to expand accessible cinema nationally.  
To find out more about the DTS Access System visit www.dts.com/digitalcinema or contact Gerben Van Duyl at gerbenvanduyl@dtscinema.com. 
Captioning in Australian cinemas

Open captioned movie screenings from November 2007 to February 2008 included:

	The Brave One
	A Mighty Heart
	Michael Clayton
	The Game Plan
	Fred Clause
	The Heartbreak Kid
	Daddy Day Camp
	Beowulf
	Bee Movie
	National Treasure: Book of Secrets
	Enchanted
	I Am Legend
	American Gangster
	Walk Hard
	Sweeney Todd
	Charlie Wilson’s War


These open captioned movies showed at:

	Sydney – Greater Union George St
	Melbourne – Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
	Adelaide – Greater Union Megaplex Marion
	Canberra – Hoyts Belconnen
	Brisbane – Greater Union/Hoyts, Queen St Mall
	Perth – Hoyts Carousel, Cannington
	Darwin – BCC Casuarina
	Hobart – Village Hobart
	Newcastle – Greater Union Glendale
	Maroochydore – BCC Sunshine Plaza*


*There were no screenings at Maroochydore for three weeks in November because of equipment failure.
Between November 2007 and February 2008, an average of 47 people per week attended captioned screenings at these ten locations. In the previous three months (August – September 2007) the average was 76 people, and from October 2005 to February 2008, the average was 75 people.
Over the same period, the average difference in days between the captioned release of each title and the general release was 19 days. From October 2005 to the end of February 2008, the average was 16 days.

Australia continues to fall behind the UK in cinema accessibility 

Figures recently provided by Your Local Cinema in the UK show that almost 275 or 40% of UK cinemas offer audio description facilities. To date, there have been more than 670 English language audio described films produced.  
As any session can be audio described, it is estimated that thousands of titles are projected with the audio description soundtrack per week across the nation. The number of accessible cinemas and titles has more than doubled in three years.  
Audio description is broadcast on a separate audio channel and picked up by headphones. Every screening of a film can be an audio described screening (for films that have an audio description track available). Nationwide, there are more than 4,000 audio described shows across the UK every week.  

No audio description in Australian cinemas yet

The DTS Access System is currently used in ten cinemas across Australia for showing captioned movies. The system has the capability of showing audio described films if an added module costing a few thousand dollars is purchased. A further purchase, if not already owned, of an induction loop, infra-red or FM ‘broadcaster’ and headsets for patrons to receive the description would allow these cinemas to have audio described screenings. Many access disks that are used to show the captions also have audio description tracks.
Of the 115 movies shown with captions since 5 October 2006, 76 movies (66%) also had an audio description track, which means they could have been accessed by blind and vision impaired patrons, had the cinemas been equipped with the audio description component of the system.




